
Negotiation Tactics



What We’ll Cover in this Lesson

• How to negotiate with suppliers to get the best 
deal possible



• You need to reject their initial price at least twice (ideally 3 
times) even if their first quote is the same as you want 

• Always tell them that you like their product and want to do 
business with them but the board of directors (or cofounder) 
rejects the price 

• On the second email tell them that their price is much higher 
than other quotes you received from other suppliers 

• In your 2nd email tell them they need to come back to you 
quickly because your company is making the decision shortly 

• Put time pressure in the 3rd email and tell them that the 
company is making the final decision in 24 hours



• You should be negotiating different suppliers at the same 
time, so if all of them said they can’t lower the price at 
some point, you now know this is the lowest price you can 
get and stop negotiating the price. 

• After you like their price, get back to them and say 
something like “I have great news… our board of directors 
have accepted your offer) then start the MOQ negotiation 

• Always say: “our company policy when working with a new 
supplier is to place a test order of 200 units. If everything is 
fine we’ll place larger orders after that” 

• If they increased the test price too much, start negotiating 
the price of the first order again.



• When you ask about the 200 pieces price, 
always ask them to tell you the shipping by air 
cost of that order 

• Once you are happy with the price of the low 
MOQ, you can go on and ask for samples. 

• Advanced Tip: At the 3rd email of the 5,000 
pieces price negotiation, you can tell them that 
board of directors are hesitant about the price 
but they can accept it if the supplier can print 
and insert small package inserts for free



What is Next?

In the next video: 

• Ordering samples


